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The development of new audio-visual technologies in 
recent years has put pressure on academics to improve the 
quality of their presentations in lectures and conferences. 
Their own lack of skills in graphics and materials prepara
tion however has meant that they have had to rely more 
and more on professional services to attain that quality. 
A number of problems arise from this situation. Firstly, 
due to financial constraints in higher education, profes
sional staff may not be available in many colleges. Secondly, 
the experience of many academics has been that when 
they did engage the services of educational technologists 
they lost control of the teaching of their subject. Finally, 
it has been found that academics will use new technologies 
and methods only if the benefits are obvious and if their 
use does not demand too great a change in behaviour. 

Bearing these three characteristics in mind - shortages 
in staff numbers, the desire to keep control and a resistance 
to change - the Audio Visual Centre in University College 
Dublin (UCD) has provided a teaching materials prepara
tion area for staff to work on a do-it-yourself basis with 
the assistance of a graphics artist who advises on such 
matters as layout and design, legibility, size of lettering 
etc. Instruction is also given on the use of the various 
machines in the area -enlarging photocopier, transparency 
maker, Kroy lettering machine, Leteron machine, A3 
colourizer (for colourizing photocopies for poster presen
tations), laminator, guillotine and binding machine. 
Desktop publishing systems are also on open access. 

A V layout pad 

The key to the do-it-yourself graphics is a combination 
of new machinery and a simple .A4layout pad (Figure 1). 
This universal pad was designed and produced in the Centre 
to facilitate the production of black and white artwork 
for a range of media such as overhead transparencies, 
35mm lith and diazo (white on blue) slides, poster presen
tations and television graphics, so that all would fulfil the 
criteria for legibility of data. The pad is printed in the 
College's Central Copying Office using a light cyan ink 
which does not reproduce in photocopiers, on lith film or 
on television keying devices. 

The usefulness of the pad depends on one having access 
to an enlarging photocopier which can enlarge in one step 
by 141%. That will double the size of the artwork, ie. 
from AS to A4 or from A4 to A3.1t is important also that 
the copier does this enlargement from the centre of one 
side of the page rather than from a corner as some 
machines do. A useful feature would be the facility of 
being able to use interchangeable colour toner cartridges 
so that multicoloured posters could be produced. The 
copier provided in the Centre is the Rank Xerox I 038Z 
model. Some of the features of this machine which have 
proved useful are the multi-tray and bypass facility and 
the zoom facility. The machine takes three paper trays -
two A4 and one A3, so allowing the user to select output 
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on to A4 acetate, A4 paper or A3 paper. To output on to 
non-standard sizes or to coloured paper or card (max. 
weight - 120g/m2 ) one uses the bypass slot. We have 
relabelled the tray indicator button on our machine to 
warn users of this arrangement. The zoom facility allows 
one to enlarge or reduce originals in I% steps for greater 
accuracy. Two extra colour toner cartridges, one red and 
one blue were also acquired for the machine for the 
production of colour posters. 

Using the pad 

The pad may be used either vertically or horizontally. 
If transparencies are to be drawn manually with felt 
markers then the pad may be used as an underlay to guide 
one in laying out lettering, flow charts and histograms. 
Lower case letters should be in the same height as the 
smallest boxes on the pad which are Smm square. Basic 
design guidelines given to staff designing their own trans
parencies are as follows: 

1. Title everything. 
2. One topic only per transparency. 
3. Use single words, not sentences. 
4. Maximum of 10-12lines of text per transparency. 
5. Maximum of 50 words per transparency. 
6. Use a combination of upper and lower case letters. 
7. Lower case letters to be Smm high. 
8. Use colour for emphasis and discrimination. 
9. Use overlays for complex information. 

10. Visualize if possible. 

If the overhead projector is seen as an audio-visual 
medium, with the speaker providing the audio element 
then transparencies will be designed as complementing the 
spoken word rather than as replacing it. 

The typewriter as graphics tool 
Due to the small size of standard typewriter fonts, 

overhead transparencies made by direct copying of type
written pages will not be legible in the normal classroom 
setting when projected according to the accepted rules. 
These rules demand a maximum viewing distance of six 
times the width of the screen and a maximum viewing 
angle of 30 degrees off centre. If a page of the layout pad 
is inserted in the typewriter and typing is restricted to box 
A (Figure 1) a transparency made on the photocopier at 
141% enlargement will be legible in ideal viewing 
conditions. However, not all lecture rooms or theatres are 
equipped to ideal standards. The screen may be too small 
or the viewing angle may be extreme. When producing 
materials for use in these conditions it is advisable to 
restrict typing to box B and to enlarge twice at I4I%, ie. 
to copy first on to paper at I4I% enlargement and then to 
enlarge that copy on to acetate, also at I41%. This will 
produce a transparency with lettering which is four times 
the size of the original. Few if any photocopiers enlarge 
from the centre of a page; they generally work from one 
side or from a corner. Hence the blue boxes are a useful 
guide for typing the material to be enlarged. 
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Figure 1 
The AV layout pad (full size fits A4) 

When 35mm lith or diazo slides are required, typing 
should fit into box C either horizontally or vertically. 
Doing this will ensure that the material will conform to 
the 3:2 slide format. 

To produce more sophisticated transparencies, slides 
or television graphics the pad can be used as a layout 
guide for the lettering provided by dry transfer systems or 
lettering machines. The whole grid can be covered using 
24 point upper and lower case fonts and no enlargement 
is needed. Multicoloured posters can be produced by 
enlarging on to A3 paper and by using the optional 
colour toners. The thicker line running down the page 
under the title "A.V. LAYOUT" marks the centre of the 
page when used vertically and the two triangles mark the 
horizontal centre. These are handy guides when strips of 
lettering are to be centred for titles or posters. There is a 
slightly thicker line near the edge of the grid to denote the 
safe area for television. By photocopying the artwork and 
then running the ensuing carbon based copy through an 
infra-red transparency maker a number of times with 
different coloured acetates, professional results can be 
achieved with very little effort. 

Computer graphics 
The IBM PC or equivalent clones have become the 

standard desktop machines for most college academics 
but the Apple Macintosh is making serious inroads into 
that dominance. Projection of computer generated material 
is becoming popular by the use of video projection systems 
which give full colour images or by liquid crystal devices 
on overhead projectors which give monotone images. The 
video projectors are expensive and the LCD devices are 
not suitable for quality presentations (but they are 
excellent for computer training). The alternative is to use 
the PCs and Macs in conjunction with a laser printer and 
Desktop Publishing software to produce camera-ready 
copy with suitable lettering at the proper size for making 
transparencies, slides or posters. The Audio Visual Centre 
in UCD has installed in its staff graphics studio one AT PC 
with a hard disk drive and two Apple Macs, all feeding in 
to an Apple LaserWriter. A range of software is available 
to staff to make their own materials by themselves after 
some initial training. This service has become very popular 
and the older lettering machines are hardly ever used, 
thus making a large saving on lettering tape costs, 
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A service to suit all 
The do-it-yourself approach is also encouraged in a 

more limited way for photography and video. A number 
of 35mm camera kits consisting of camera body, a range 
of lenses, flash and tripod equipment are made available 
to staff to do their own record photography. Similarly in 
video, staff members who have attended one of our video 
production workshops may borrow a single tube camera, 
recorder (U-matic or VHS) and ancillary equipment. In 
learning by doing many staff develop an expertise to 
produce sufficiently adequate material for use in their 
teaching or research. 

More sophisticated work in graphics, photography and 
video is generally carried out by the Audio Visual Centre 
staff in close association with the academics concerned. 
This two tiered approach leaves more time for innovative 
projects in interactive video, satellite broadcasting and 
video conferencing. By introducing teaching staff to the 
new technologies at a level to suit themselves we feel we 
can bring them with us into an era of more productive 
teaching and learning. 

SURVEYING, MAPPING AND LAND INFORMATION 
COURSE 

A twelve-week course will be held in Australia from 
5 September to 25 November 1988, with the aim of giving 
participants a balanced exposure to subjects in surveying, 
mapping, land information systems and management 
techniques. The course is designed for senior managers, 
surveyors and cartographers in companies and government 
agencies engaged in survey, mapping, land information 
and related fields. It is hoped to attract interest from 
overseas. 

The course will be held at four different centres, at 
Sydney, Bathurst and Brisbane and will draw from the 
staff and facilities of the School of Surveying/Centre for 
Remote Sensing, University of New South Wales, the 
Central Mapping Authority at Bathurst, the School of 
Business and Public Administration, University of Tech
nology (Bathurst) and the Australian Key Centre for 
Land Information Studies, University of Queensland. 

A number of field visits have been included as part of 
the formal course, and a full programme of social events 
has also been organized. 

The all-inclusive cost of the course, including travel 
within Australia, is US$8 850. Full details may be obtained 
from Unisearch Ltd, University of New South Wales, PO 
Box 1, Kensington NSW 2033, Australia. Tel: (02) 697 
5401, Fax: (02) 663 2949, Telex: USEARCH AA74215. 

THE FIRST SO JRO TOPIC MAPS 

JRO Topic Maps have celebrated their first five years 
and fifty titles with publication of a 20-page catalogue. 
Each of the fifty titles is described, and in many cases 
illustrated. Back issues of all the maps, as well as special 
regional and thematic selections are available. 

New titles for 1988 include The plight of giant cities, 
The earth's endangered ozone layer, and Focal points of 
world affairs. 

The catalogue and ordering information may be 
obtained from European Schoolbooks Ltd, Croft Street, 
Cheltenham GL53 OHX. 
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ATLAS OF ONTARIO BIRDS REVEALS EFFECTS OF 
POLLUTION 

A key to saving Ontario's loons from the ravages of 
acid rain may lie in a new book edited by a Guelph 
naturalist and published by the University of Waterloo. 

The product of more than five years of work by 
2 000 volunteers, the Atlas of the Breeding Birds of 
Ontario will "give the definitive picture" of birds in the 
province but as well "show the state of the environment" 
said Mike Cadman, the book's coordinator. 

The end result will fascinate not just scientists and 
naturalists but anyone interested in the state of Ontario's 
environmental health. 

The book should even help conservationists who are 
increasingly worried that acid rain is destroying the 
environment on which loons depend for food - and 
slowly endangering the future of the species. 

"The atlas will help us see the problem better and 
show how loons are being affected by acid rain," Cadman 
said. "We're seeing for the first time how significant 
man's impact has been on the province." . 

The fate of the piping clover - a small shore bird -
illustrates this impact. Once widespread throughout the 
Great Lakes, the beautiful bird has been nearly wiped 
out by man in Ontario and is now found only on one 
small island in Lake of the Woods. Cadman said cottagers 
and vacationers took over the sand beaches on which the 
plover once nested. 

The almost total destruction of forests and wetlands in 
Kent, Essex and Lambton counties has made that part of 
southwestern Ontario "one of the poorest sections for 
birds" in the province, he added. 

For the first time, scientists are getting an accurate list 
of the rarest species in Ontario. Six species not previously 
known to breed in Ontario are found in the atlas. 

As well, the exhaustive look at the bird population in 
the mid-1980s will act as a benchmark that shows how 
humans change the environment in the future. 

The first book of its kind in Canada, the atlas docu
ments more than 300 birds found in Ontario - and 
devotes a page of text and a distribution map to each bird. 
The information on where the birds go came from a net
work of enthusiastic naturalists. 

Co-ordinating all the information and putting it into 
the book took Cadman and UW professor Paul Eagles 
nearly three years. · 

Sponsored by the Ontario Federation of Naturalists 
and the Long Point Bird Observatory, the project was 
funded by the federal and provincial governments, uni
versities, museums and private organizations. 

(John Roe in Kitchener-Waterloo 
Record, 19/9/87] 

GEO-TECHNOLOGY GROUP SYMPOSIUM 

A symposium and trade exhibition on geological 
techniques, conservation and materials with emphasis on 
applied geology will be held in the Department of 
Geology, Royal Museum of Scotland from 12th to 16th 
September, 1988. 

For further information, contact Mr R. Reekie, Mr C. 
Chap !in or Dr R. Paton at the Department of Geology, 
Royal Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh EHI IJF. Tel. 
031 225 7534 Ext. 281. 




